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ABSTRACT  

  

Ecommerce is an option to buying and selling products via internet. There are so many people 

who go to market and buy their needy products physically and after that they back home by their 

own or public transport. But the problem is they waste their valuable time. That’s why working 

with E-commerce for the people who have less time. E-commerce makes our life easy and less 

waste time. Customer can choose their products from the site and compare the price and products 

quality. Firstly, make sure that, the product quality is good and secure the system. In Bangladesh, 

there are so many e-commerce sites that they don’t fulfill the customer service. Actually, they 

are not secure. After order the products customer need to get this with less time, but at present 

some e-commerce company say, they will give it will less time but after order they take so much 

time. Which is untreatable. At this time, make sure that application is trust worthy. In covid-19 

the e-commerce is using so much then before and trading so much. The e-commerce company 

need to secure and trustable the services and deliver the products with less time. And take the 

advantage from the customer. Customer wants their products good and get early.   
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CHAPTER 01  

   Introduction  

1.1 Introduction  

Inside of Bangladesh, there are so many people who have less time to doing shopping or take 

grocery products etc. also, someone cannot go outside physically for their sickness. Another 

problem is, if they order something from internet like e-commerce site and take products which 

damage or something happen to him with this product. Or e-commerce company take money 

from him more than the product price actually. That’s why this service is here to help everyone 

by our trust and secure policy to the customer. Customer can order products from our application 

then they can see her/his ordered details via their account section and also, they add some product 

with existing products. If after sometimes customer wants to delete their ordered product, they 

can absolutely. Also, they can contact with the products owner if they want. And it will be easy 

to contact with the owner with less time. This is another opportunity to the customer from us. 

Customer wants trust good products and good behave from the company and deliver man. Have 

to make sure about this and we have this opportunity to make a satisfaction environment for both 

the customer and the owner. User buy product with our application with wider choices also lower 

price. They choose the product and compare with other products for choosing product easily and 

less time needed. User will happy to know that our application for web and mobile where they 

can use easily anytime anywhere in the country. People access all the product easily and check 

it out if needed without hesitation. There will be the merchant option for the people who can sell 

the product and open an account as a admin. They will also get some advantages from the 

authority. If they sold enough products to fulfill our target. But they will get all the products 

payment which is ordered by user. But the policy will make easy to the customer that customer 

will be benefited. This is the web based online shopping system that mainly focuses on basic 

operations like adding new product, new customer updating information, searching products so 

easily and get desire products and get so many facilities from this service. Online shopping 

system is a lifestyle, e-commerce web application which is provides various electronic and 

lifestyle products. This application allows viewing various products available enables register 

user to buy products with desire instantly using cash on delivery payment system.  
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1.2 Motivation  

Motivation comes from my family. One day I went to the market with my mom to do shopping 

for my relative’s children. And we bought something and back home. As usual we had done our 

dinner and having talk with my mom what we have done today. After two days, we also order 

some clothes from the internet like e-commerce site with online payment. After two days, they 

delivered our product with damage and which is color I ordered they didn’t give this. They 

changed this color. We believed them to delivered our product correctly. But what was happen 

to us, this untreatable. In working days, people are so busy to do shopping or taken the grocery 

food or children food by physically. Normally they ordered from the e-commerce site. Also, they 

are facing this type of problem like we have done.  

Then one day night my mom told me that, why we cannot make an e-commerce site that people 

take their products secure and reliable though we have a shop. That time I make sure that, we 

have a clothes shop in a reputed shopping mall in Dhaka city. I told my mom that I am a final 

year student and I have to make an application, if you want then I can make an e-commerce site 

which done for you also for me.   

 

1.3 Objective  

In this project, one of the objectives is that to connect the whole country with the e-commerce 

section and feel free to buy product from online by using our application. In our country like 

village site, so many people are not using e-commerce site to buy something, so we are going to 

connect with them by our own work. Another objective is to solve the payment method make 

easy and trusted source. User will pay by online or offline also have option to pay with physical 

bank. Create a trustable environment for all the customer and seller.  Make sure that customer is 

satisfied with our services. Also have more option like secure the customer products, fast delivery 

policy, more offer and discount.  
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1.4 Expected Outcome  

Online shopping system in an online platform that not only save time but also give fast outcomes. 

The transportation expense will be lower. It will decrease expense from their own money. It can 

solve the busy people’s problem to go out for shopping. It can be profitable business. By using 

this platform, a client can easily choose their products himself. User choose their product and 

compare with other product that which is suitable for the user to take and all this type of method 

the company policy will help. Customer just order the product and we are here to deliver the 

product so fast for the customer satisfaction also customer can pay by their own way. User can 

give feedback in any cases. But have face a lot of challenges in the market. Trust and reliability 

and the promise will keep us saucerful.   

 

1.5 Report Layout  

The report is divided in five chapter. All chapter have different aspects of “Online Shopping 

System”. All the chapter has so many parts to explain for details.  

Chapter 1: Introduction: This chapter will cover with theoretical knowledge for 

our project. Also discusses about motivation, objectives and expected outcomes.   

Chapter 2: Background: This chapter 2 will cover about application related works, 

comparative studies and the problem finding.  

Chapter 3: Requirement Specification: This chapter will cover to explain  

Business Process Modeling (BPM), requirements collection and use case modeling also, 

logical data model and design.  

Chapter 4: Design Specification: This chapter 4 will cover about project user 

friendly design (front end) also data store (back end), UX design and implementation 

requirements.  
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   Chapter 5: Implementation and Testing: This chapter 5 will cover about  

Implementation of database, front-end design, interactions, testing. Also talking about 

testing results and reports.  

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Scope: This chapter 6 will cover the last part 

(conclusion) and future opportunity of our application.  
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CHAPTER 02  

Background  

2.1 Introduction    

“Online Shopping System” based on web and mobile application. In this chapter we have 

compared the existing web and mobile application. Future opportunity is explained here. Our 

main goal and the obstacle (challenges) we raced to build this system are described here. As we 

are facing so many obstacles to build it and at last, we made it with defeat all the obstacle. 

Comparison is the most important things for us that which is better or less important to take. 

With this application admin will sell the products and user can purchase from them by ordering 

products via online with easy payment method. Make sure that this application is secure and 

much reliable from the other existing application. This application will be the best option to the 

customer to buy products with so much offer which is provided from the authority. And it will 

be easy to use because of the good user-friendly design.  

  

2.2 Related Works like our application in the market     

Some web application is to just take the ordered and delivered the customer’s product with late 

and sometime also change their original product which were ordered. Also, some e-commerce 

company make a trap by name offers for the customer’s and customers fall into this trap. After 

this customer ordered and pay for the products. At last company delivered their products so late.  

But for us we make sure that we will cover this type of problems.  

  

2.3 Comparative Studies  

There are lot of web application like us. But many of them not trustable, reliable and late delivery 

process sometime damage the original products. We will make our team and the rules easy for 

the customers and the official’s process. Make them easy to use our site.  
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2.3.1 Comparison with related applications  

A comparison analysis of some related applications is shown in the table below.  

Activity  Daraz.com.bd  Evaly.com.bd  Online  shopping 

System  

User Registration  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Edit Profile  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Ordered Products  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Need Mobile Verification  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Need Email verification  Yes  Yes  Yes  

User Comment   Yes  Yes  Yes  

Previous History  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Delivery Time  Sometimes late  Sometimes late  Fast delivery  

Online/offline payment  Yes   Yes   Yes   

Product Damage  Sometimes   Sometimes   No  

Cheat with the products  Yes   Yes   No  

  

Table   2.1:  Comparative analysis Table  

From the above table, some comparisons are different from the other services. Further also make 

this application different.  

  

2.4 Scope of the Problem   

We have collected all the requirement to build the system. Also, we followed the software 

development process and complete all the part. We are planning for this project for the long 

month and build career on it.  
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2.4.1 Time needed to complete this application.   

To complete this project, we taken time which is shown below.  

Planning for application   18 days  

Design and Analysis for    7 days  

Coding to complete  4 months and 13 days  

Implementation   2 weeks   

Total   5 months 2 weeks 6 days  

  

2.2:  Time scheduling table  

This application has 3 modules like User, Admin and Authority. Here see that, the total time 

duration taken five months two weeks and six days to complete.   

  

2.4.2 Target of our Project   

To solve the delivery issue problem. And also, payment method makes easily. At present the 

existing ecommerce are cheating with the customer to deliver the product or take more money 

by giving named as offer or else. But in our policy, make sure that the customer will be benefited 

by our services and offers.  

  

2.5 Challenges  

The most challenging part to building the ordered system and delivered products so fast. And to 

design the database for the whole system was challenging part. To make this site user friendly 

have taken to much time and made it easy by our real team effort. Another challenging part is 

that to reach the people in the whole country with our products and services.  
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Chapter 3  

         Requirement Specification  

3.1 Business Process Modeling (BPM)  

The BPM is analytical representation for the business also illustrate the organization business 

process.  

  

Figure 3.1 BPM of how user ordered product and cancelled also payment.[1]  

This figure shows that, how a user ordered the products and cancel with the payment option. If 

user first enter the systems, then she/he can see all the products module and prices also offers 

which is for the customer. If user wants to order products, then need to register first then have to 

log in. And click the product add to cart then go to the cart option to order finally and click the 

payment option to pay. For payment user can pay whatever they want with our policy.  

  

3.2 Requirement(information) Collection and analysis    

We collect the information(requirements) from the internet and also from some blog sites and 

analysis them how to make our site user friendly and easy to use. When we are going to make 

this application that time facing so many problems with requirements like which information, 

we need first and make it easy to use and store data for the authority and for the user next uses. 

Requirements like searching the products using searching option or through the home page. 

Sorting the products or filters will be provided for the customer. What will can customer do with 

this application need to specific requirement. Also talked with the senior about this application 
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for the requirement which type of requirement need for the next improvement. Research about 

the payment checkout to make it easy for the customer in the near future.  

 

3.2.1 Software Requirements  

At first to run or open this application need operating system like Windows 10 or mobile 

operating systems. For design this application was using draw.io. For the front end design have 

to use some language like html5, css3, bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery. After that when front end 

design completed then need to store the data for the next time using for user or admin or the 

authority. That’s why used php and MySQL for the back-end site. To complete all this process, 

need some ide to make it like brackets, visual studio code, xampp. At last, to search this 

application need browser like google chrome or Firefox etc.  

  

3.2.3 Functional Requirements  

Graphical User Interface (GUI) which is user interface. That means how many users friendly this 

system to use for the beginner user or advanced user. GUI works with the good systems design 

of an application.   

  

3.3 Use Case Modeling and Description     

From the below explanation, customer will brows the products categories without registrar or 

login. After login customer will also see the products categories and ordered the products and 

confirm the delivery process. After order the main work is the admin to deliver and take all the 

responsibilities before the customer taken the products.  
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3.3.1 Model of System  

The model system works with the admin and user module. Admin for the post or edit the product 

quality or prices, quantity and details of a product to sell. And for the user module user can see 

the products details and prices to buy a product with payment by their own way with our policy.  

 

User Module  

User will do this type of task in this web and mobile application:  

Registration: User can registrar them in the system by email verification or mobile 

number. When user enters the system then they brows the products categories without 

login if they want to purchase a product then only need to registrar. For the login they 

need to enter the name, email address, resident address etc.  

Login: After registration user can enter into the system to check out all module from 

her account section. If user want to buy products, then only need to login. For login to 

the system, they need user name or email address and password.  

Mobile Number Verification: After login user need to be verified their phone 

number. They will get a barcode from the authority and have enter the system to verified.  

Edit Profile: User can edit their own profile. Like they can edit their own profile 

picture or self-information. Also, can edit ordering process from their edit option.  

Ordered the Products: User can order their chosen products. Like if user choose 

any kind of products, then they can order from them. After order they also cancel the 

order within few minutes.  

Comments: User can also comment on this online shopping system. If customer facing 

problem or get some good services then they can add comment in the comment section. 
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Feedback: After complete work users can give their valuable feedback to owner with 

their services and about products like what type products they get and how this is. Or if 

any customer has a good option for us to improve our services, then they can also give 

feedback.  

  

Admin Module  

Admin work Like this with the application:  

Login: Admin can login after registrar as a admin. The authority will provide a user 

name and password to the admin then he/his can login using this.  

Add products: Admin can add/delete the products also add products features, 

products details, prices, and the quality and quantity, availability etc.  

Manage Users: Admin can see all the users. If customer ordered some product from 

the any kind of admins, then admin can see the user’s profile.  

Manage Ordered: Admin can see all the ordered products, and can verify the ordered 

process. After getting the ordering products then admin need to deliver the product within 

the time.  

Add Announcement: Admin can add new announcement for the customers. Like 

admin have the new things to add for the customer then admin just click the add 

announcement option to add.  
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3.3.2 Use Case Diagram and Explanation  

  

Fig 3.2:  Use Case Diagram [2]  

The use case diagram is for the admin and user with the payment method. The admin will work 

with the products related like add/delete/ update products details. Also, can update products 

features, quantity or products internal products quality. In the other hand user can do something 

after log in, can add to cart/ update or delete the product cart/ order placement after order have 

to payment complete with the payment option.  

  

Actor Admin  

Admin will be log in with the given ID and password from the authority. Then admin will access 

the system after log in also manage the customer order process after ordering.  

Add User: Admin can add/delete the customer because of if any user buys from this 

admin, then admin can see her/his profile and can also delete but won’t be able to add 

anyone without her customer.  

Add Products: After login to the systems admin will be able to add products, prices, 

quality, quantity, products information, products photos etc.   
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Manage Order: Admin can see the order description form the user and cancel the 

ordering products for the specific reason.  

  

Actor User  

 This use case will open when the user or customer enters the systems. User can change their 

own profile, order products etc.  

Register: If you want to do something like buying a product then you need to register 

at first.  

Update Profile: After login he/she can edit her profile like change the image of her 

own, email address, resident address, personal information, name etc.  

Order: After login to the system, user can order products by chosen herself and can be 

cancel if user want.  

Products List: User can see her products list by using her product cart section also 

can be edit products list.  

Feedback: User can give feedback to improve services or other process.  

Comment: User can comment in the comment section about the products and services.  
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3.4 Class Diagram   

  
  

Fig 3.3: Class Diagram  

In class diagram, mentioned about the products details in every products or customer or offices 

which find out that this is the individually pages or products or etc. like in employee, must have 

employee id, last Name, first Name email, job title etc. Also, for the customers have customer 

Number, customer name, phone, id, address etc.  
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3.5 Design Requirement  

When designing the system of our application, that time considered the goals that our system 

going to be achieved. We hardly trying to make our system very simple and easy to use to the 

users. So that if we build a good system then we have to need less maintenance.  

  

Figure 3.4: Flow Chart of the application.  
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3.6 Gantt chart  
 

Weeks Task  1-2  2-3  3-4  4-5  5-6  6-7  7-8  8-9  9-10  

Coding                     

System 

Design  

                  

Requirement   

Analysis  

  

                  

Installation                    

User  

Training  

                  

Application 

Development  

                  

  

  

Figure 3.5: Gannt Chart   
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3.7 Data flow Diagram   

  

  

 

  

Figure 3.6: Data Flow Diagram  

In data flow diagram, if the customer orders the products in the systems, then if the order accepted 

then customer will notify with the account section. While customer order the product, the system 

will notify the manager that the order is placed then manager accept this order and notify the 

customer that your order is accepted and you can pay the bill to get this product. Then customer 

will work with the next instruction.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

       

                                Order Products   Product ordering     

  reports   

  

  Accept   

  

  Accept Ordering   

Customer    

Online Shopping System   

Manager   
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Chapter   4  

Design Specification  

4.1 Front-end Design  

Any kind of web projects, the most important part of front end design part. Because user need to 

be understood everything to the first look. If user think that is not user friendly, they will not use 

this application. That’s why made this application user friendly and done it. To make this 

application user friendly have to worked so much that it will be the best option to the user and 

feel attraction to our services for the first look.  

1. User Registration page(screen)  

2. Login (for User and Admin)  

3. Dashboard (for User)  

4. Feedback (from User)  

5. Order Screen (User can see her/his order details)  

6. User About Us Screen  

7. User Car Listing Screen  

8. User FAQS Screen  

9. User Contact Us Screen  

10. User Privacy Screen  

11. User Review Screen  

12. User Terms of Use Screen  

13. Admin Login Screen  

14. Admin Dashboard Screen  

15. Admin Create Brand Screen  

16. Admin Manage Brand Screen  

17. Admin Post Vehicle Screen  

 

18. Admin Manage Vehicle Screen  
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19. Admin Manage Booking Screen  

20. Admin Manage Testimonials Screen  

21. Admin Manage Query Screen  

22. Admin Reg Users Screen  

23. Admin Manage Pages Screen  

24. Admin Update Contact Info Screen  

  

4.2 Back-end Design  

  

  

Figure 4.1: Request Lifecycle. [3]  

Our application is Dynamic that will run by using internet. In back end design are using database 

like MySQL. Back end design working for the store date for further need. To make this back end 

application was using PHP and MySQL. There are lot of table in database which is connected 

with the PHP server where all the date are store.   
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E-R DIAGRAM:  

  

Fig 4.2: ER Diagram  

E-R (Entity Relation) diagram is connection between interrelated things. Like users must 

have the unique id to find out who is this and also user have password to login with their 

account.  
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DBMS tables: The following figure shows Online Shopping System DBMS table.  

  

Figure 4.3: System DBMS tables.  

In this database table see that there are admins table products categories, customer details, 

payment option while ordering products etc.  

  

4.3 Interface(interaction) Design and UX  

Customer Experience will show the success of a product in the market. Interface design is the 

most valuable part of an application because if the application is easy to use to user, then user 

can attract with this application to work with as a customer. [4]  

  

4.4 Implementation Requirements  

To implementation this application needs some software and tools with the programming 

languages. Like at first need to design this site before working with the programming language 

and using photoshop to design first. Then using HTML5 and CSS3 to design front end with the 

attraction module. Then using JavaScript and jQuery to the work with the right angle. After all 

of this done for the front end design need to work with back end site for store date and working 

properly. For storing data was using MySQL and PHP for the back end site. To complete all this 

above process was using Brackets IDE.  
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CHAPTER  5  

Implementation and Testing  

5.1 Database Operation  

To make an application fulfill we are using DBMS. And MySQL is for storing data to the server.  

Some screenshot I have mentioned below with the figure number.   

  
  

Fig 5.1: Payment table implementation   

In payment table, if someone wants to pay while ordering products then the payment option will 

open to pay for them. If pay online they will get a transaction ID to fill up the transaction table 

to complete the payment. Other payment option will be there to pay with the instruction how to 

pay.   

  
  

Fig 5.2 Customer’s Order Table. (Implementation)  

In that table, if customer order products, then they will see the products details for how many 

products they ordered to take from our services. Also, can delete some products or add something 

they wants.  
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Figure 5.3: Implementation of Products Categories Table  

The products categories table, customer will see the option to choose the category certainly which 

products to buy.  

  
  

Figure 5.4: Admin Table. (Implementation)  

For admin, they will add products or delete products with products details like price, quantity, 

available etc. Also manage the customer to give the products.  

  
Figure 5.5:  Products Table. (Implementation)  

Every product has the unique id to identify the specific products to check the authority or the 

admin for further need. Also, for customer knowing this that this is my products id and I will get 

this product with this.  
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Figure 5.6: Customers table. (Implementation)  

This section will see the admin to check that how many customers ordered my products or like 

or etc.  

  

5.2 Front-end Design Implementation  

To complete our project, we need some technology like HTML5, CSS3 jQuery, JavaScript, 

Bootstrap etc. To make our application attraction to the users. This design for the user attraction 

to see our application use to easy. Some screen shot I showed below. For the customer the most 

important thing is the front end design which is the connected to the user and feel attraction for 

the customer. If front end design is user friendly and easy to use that time user can access easily 

and buy products from this application. There will be some products for the first page called 

home page which see first when user enter the system. Also see the offer option to get valuable 

offer and less products price from the front page of the systems. There are some figures that 

shown below.  

      

5.2.1 Home Page  

Home Page, is the first page for the users to attract in our services.   
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Figure 5.7: Home Page  

Actually, home page is the page that if the user first enters this system the they will see the first 

page which is named home page. There, they will the most sold products and offers to get 

products with less money.  
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5.2.2 Registration Page   

Registration is needed to customer for order any kind of products take all the advantages from 

the authority.  

  

Figure 5.8: User Registration Page  

In this section, user have to register first if they order some products to buy. But user can see the 

products details without log in. Just for ordering process have register then login with their 

account. User will log in by their valid email or Phone number.  
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5.2.3 Login Page  

  

Figure 5.9: User Login Page  

After the registration user need to login. Both admin and user have to login if he/she wants to get 

products and upload. If user forget the password, then they will get this by the forgot password 

clicking option. That time they will get an email that reset password.  

  

5.2.4 User Dashboard Page   

After the login to the system then user can see the dashboard option and they can find out what 

they need at present or later. Then they click the dashboard option to see the products.  
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Figure 5.10 User Dashboard  

 

5.2.5 Admin Dashboard Page  

After login as an admin, they can see their own details in admin panel. They can add/delete 

products by their own. They can manage order and give the delivery fast to customer. Also, can 

edit their profile up to date. See the customer feedback and comments also they can reply all the 

feedback and comments section by their own panel.   

  

Figure 5.11: Admin Dashboard  
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5.2.6 Contact with Admin/Authority  

Sometimes user need to contact with authority/admin for some reason like they have facing some 

trouble.  

  

Figure 5.12: Contact to the authority  

  

5.2.7 Payment Offline   

We know that there so many ways to pay the order. But we also keep the offline payment to the 

users. When user get their products at hand that time, they can pay offline and after few hours 

they will get notification the confirmation by authority. Also, they can pay by bank with check 

book by account number from authority or admin.   
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Figure 5.13: offline payment systems.  

  

5.3 Testing Implementation  

If the application is completed then need some specific test implementation. Like for the 

registration system is working properly find out first then login part. After this testing need to 

make sure that payment method is working properly then go the other section to test.  
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Chapter 06  

Future scope   

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion   

The success will come with the patience, hard work and with consistency which is proved by our 

work with the team member. After the longtime of discussion, thinking, add/delete some 

information and also implantation, we the last stage of our project. “Online Shopping System” 

is for the people who need trustable and reliable shopping system in Bangladesh and also take 

the product fast. We are the people who always works for the people by our own works. By using 

our shopping system people will be happy with our services.   

  

6.2 Scope for the future   

Develop the payment systems in near future for the customer to pay easily. After ordering 

products customer will see the products that where is their ordering products. For specifically 

most advanced tracking system with google map. Will make advances search for the products 

selection option. The most important things is that will make this system with AI based 

recommendation for the user.  

  

6.3 Limitations   

Though have completed this project, also have some limitations, like as a fresher entrepreneur 

the security problem is the first limitation for us. Then lack of privacy. Technical problem will 

be facing and also fear. Another problem is to face social obstacle to go forward. Last important 

thing is that the financial limitation is another problem.  
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Appendix   

We have learnt during the work on “Online Shopping System” is that a good team would be one 

with the high performance and good relationship. In the beginning we were confident to fulfill 

our task. Also, think that we are very good as a team. We are hard working person in our group 

and it’s proved that completed our project in time. After complete our project, we observed that 

if group members bonding and understanding is good then the performance also be good. At last, 

we have faced so many problems when we were trying to develop this project successfully, we 

solved all kind of problems together.  
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